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PRECISE DOMAINS OF CONVERGENCE FOR THE 
BLOCK SSOR METHOD ASSOCIATED WITH p-CYCLIC MATRICES 
by A. HADJIDIMOS 19 and M. NEUMANN 20 
We are concerned in this talk with the problem of determining precise 
domains of convergence of the symmetric successive overrelaxation (SSOR) 
method for solving liner systems of equations Ax = b, where A is the block 
p-cyclic nwtrix 
All A12 0 0 
0 
A= (1) 
Ap_1,p 
ApI 0 0 App 
with all its diagonal blocks square and nonsingular, 
Let D be the block-diagonal matrix given by D = diag( All'"'' A pf ), 
Then the block Jacobi iteration nwtrix associated with A, J A = I - D - A, 
admits the representation 
JA =L+U, (2) 
where Land U are, respectively, a strictly lower and a strictly upper 
triangular matrix, For a relaxation parameter w =F 0, the block SSOR iteration 
nwtrix associated with A is given by 
S:=(I-wU)-1[(I-w)I+wL][I-wLr 1[(1-w)I+wU], (3) 
When all the diagonal blocks of A are of order 1 X 1, then the block SSOR 
iteration matrix is termed the point SSOR iteration nwtrix associated with A. 
It is well known that a necessary condition for the SSOR method to 
converge is that wE (0,2). In a recent paper, Varga, Niethammer, and Cai 
(1984) obtained a functional relationship between the eigenvalues Il of the 
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block Jacobi matrix associated with A and the eigenvalues ;>.. of the block 
SSOR iteration matrix associated with A, which is as follows: 
[ 2] P - 2 2 ;>"-(I-w} =;>..(;>..+I-w}P (2-w) wpp,p. (4) 
Let p(.) denote the spectral radius of a square matrix, and put I' = p(l A). We 
raise here the following question: 
For which points (I', w) in the 1', w plane do all the roots ;>.. of (4) lie in 
the interior of the unit circle, thereby guaranteeing that 
(5) 
In passing we mention that for the special case when p = 2, Ehrlich 
(1963) has shown that (5) holds for all points (I', w) which satisfy 0 ~ I' < 1 
and 0 < W < 2. Therefore, in this talk we shall concentrate on answering the 
question for the cases in which p ~ 3. 
For a fixed w E (0,2) let 
[ 2] P 2 2 f(;>..}= ;>"-(I-w} -;>..(;>..+I-w}P- (2-w) wPp,P (6) 
and 
Let 11 = {;>.. E C 11;>"1 ~ I}. Since g(;>..) has all its roots in the interior of 11, it 
follows, by Rouche' s theorem, that for any I' for which 
I f(;>"} - g(;>..} I = 1(;>.. + 1- w) IP - 2(2 - w)P I'P 
<1;>"_(l-W}2IP = Ig(;>..} I (7) 
p(S;-) < 1. Our investigation of the inequality in (7) has lead to the following 
results: 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a nonsingular p-cyclic matrix, p ~ 3. Suppose 
that p(lA) = p. Then p(S;-) < 1 prOVided that (I', w) E R(p), where R(p) is 
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the region in the v, w plane given by 
0< w ~ 1, 
R(p)= l~w~w;, 
w; ~ w < 2, 
where 
and where 
o ~ v < 1 =: vo. p( W ), 
( 
1/2 P + 9p2 -16p) 
cp; = 2( p - 2) , 
1 
cp( w ) = w - 1 + -- . 
w-l 
Our proof of Theorem 1, which is intricate, shows that taken over the 
entire class of p-cyclic matrices, the domains specified in (8)-(10) are best 
possible in the following sense: For each i = 0 or 1 or 2, there exists a IL with 
IILI = Vi, p( w) and such that for any w lying in the appropriate corresponding 
range (0 < w ~ 1 or 1 ~ w ~ w; or w; ~ w < 2), Equation (7) has a root 
hE an. 
We have further studied some of the geometrical properties of the curves 
VI. p( w) and v2• p( w), and our observations are summarized in the following 
statement. 
THEOREM 2. Under the conditions and the notation of Theorem 1, the 
following hold: 
(i) The curves V 1, p( w) arul V2. p( w) are well defined in the interval (0,2), 
and w; is the point of tangency between the two curves. 
(ii) VI, p( w) has a turning point w~ in the interval (1, w;). 
(8 
(9 
(10 
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(iii) For 9 > p, 
~,,,W < %,&J) GJ E (04 
%&I) = %,,(I)~ 
and 
%,p(4'%,q (cd) V'oE (1,2). 
(iv) For 9 > p, 
%&) ’ %,q (0) v’w E (w,*,2). 
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Moreover, for w E (1,2), 
hm yl,&4 = 
1+(1-w)2 
o2 =: V(W). 
P-+CC 
Note that the function V(W) is well defined on (1,2). Since it is strictly 
decreasing, its graph coincides with the graph of its inverse function 
2 
W(V) = 
1+&G=i ’ 
$V<l. (11) 
Next, recall that an n X n complex matrix B is called a nonsing&r 
H-matrix if it can be scaled by multiplication by a diagonal matrix to a 
strictly diagonally dominant matrix. Let B be a nonsingular H-matrix, and let 
JB denote the point Jacobi iteration matrix associated with B. Denote by lJBl 
the nonnegative matrix whose elements are the moduIi of the corresponding 
elements of JB. In a paper concerned with the exact domains of convergence 
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of the point SSOR method associated with H-matrices B, Neumaier and 
Varga (1984) show that for v' = p(IIB/), 
whenever 
where 
O<w<w(v'), 
w(v') = ( 2, 
w(v'), 
0< v' ~ L 
t < v' < 1. 
(12) 
(13) 
Moreover, Varga, Niethammer, and Cai (1984) have shown that for each 
point (v', w) in the domain 
R= {(v',w)lt<v'<l, w(v')<w<2}, (14) 
there exists a nonsingular H-matrix B, of sufficiently high order, with 
p(IIB!) = v', such that 
(15) 
More recently, Hadjidimos and Neumann (1987a) have somewhat sharp-
ened these results by showing that 
when t < v' < 1 and w = w(v'). (16) 
Returning to the class of block p-cyclic matrices, we first recall that this 
class has a non empty intersection with the class of nonsingular H-matrices, 
but that these classes do not coincide. Therefore, on noting the result for the 
case p = 2 attributed to Ehrlich earlier in the talk, we were somewhat 
surprised by the implication of Theorems 1 and 2 and (11)-(16) that 
n°o ( 0 < w < 2, R(p) = 
p-2 O<w~w(v), 
o ~ v < t, 
t<v<1. 
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A more detailed description of the results presented here, together with 
their proofs, is given in Hadjidimos and Neumann (1987h). Finally, for more 
comprehensive background concerning the SSOR method see Varga (1962) 
and Young (1971). 
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INCOMPLETE CONTROLLABILITY AND POLE 
SHIFTING OF DISCRETE-TIME LINEAR PERIODIC SYSTEMS 
VICENTE HERNANDEZ” and ANA M. URBANOss 
1. Introduction 
Let A(k), B(k) be N-periodic matrices, A(k + N) = A(k) E IWnX”, 
B(k + N) = B(k) E R”‘” for all k E B, N E Z +. Consider the discrete-time 
linear periodic system 
x(k +l) = A(k)r(k)+ B(k)u(k). (1) 
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